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Abstract

In this paper, we propose and implement a novel ID-
based secure ranging protocol. Our protocol is inspired
by existing authenticated ranging and distance–bounding
protocols, and is tailored to work on existing Ultra Wide
Band (UWB) ranging platforms. Building on the imple-
mentation of secure ranging, we further implement a se-
cure localization protocol that enables the computation of
a correct device location in the presence of an adversary.
We study how various implementations of secure rang-
ing and localization protocols impacts their security and
performance. We further propose modifications to these
protocols to increase their security and accuracy. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first implementation of
a RF Time–of–Arrival (ToA) secure localization system.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A number of secure ranging ([1], [2], [3], [4])
and secure localization protocols ([5], [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11]) have been proposed in the recent years.
Secure ranging protocols were first described in [1] to
protect againstmafia fraudattacks [12]. The term secure
ranging covers the categories authenticated ranging and
distance bounding. In authenticated ranging, one entity
(the verifier) measures its distance to another (honest) en-
tity (the prover), while denying a third entity (the attacker)
the chance to shorten the measured distance [9] (i.e.,
the verifier obtains an upper–bound for the distance to
the prover). By executing distance bounding, the verifier
obtains an even stronger result — an upper-bound on the
distance to an untrusted prover. In both protocols, the
attacker is always able to enlarge the distance between
the verifier and the prover (by appropriately delaying
signals exchanged between the devices). Applications of
authenticated ranging and distance–bounding include the
prevention of relay (wormhole) attacks [2] and physi-
cal proximity verification (e.g., for access control pur-
poses) [13].

Secure localization protocols were proposed to pro-
vide trusted location information in security- and safety-
critical applications like location-based access control,
asset monitoring, protection of critical infrastructures,
emergency and rescue, and to enable secure networking
functions (i.e., location-based routing, secure data har-
vesting). Secure localization has two main goals: that the
infrastructure is able to obtain a correct physical location

of a trusted device in the presence of an adversary, and
that the infrastructure is able to verify a claimed physical
location of an untrusted device. Secure localization sys-
tems that fulfill (one or both) these goals, such as [5], [9]
and [7], rely on secure ranging based on time–of–arrival
(ToA) measurements. However, ToA based secure rang-
ing protocols have only been implemented with mixed
RF/sonic channels so far [14]. RF/sonic-based ranging
and localization systems have been shown, however, to
be vulnerable to distance reduction and enlargement at-
tacks, resulting from RF wormhole attacks on the slower
sonic signals [15]. Although RF/sonic-based ranging and
distance bounding can be used in some application sce-
narios [5], [16], their applicability is limited due to the
afore mentioned attacks.

The implementation of RF-only based secure ranging
systems, which would prevent distance reduction attacks
and would enable, among other applications, secure local-
ization and location verification, is a difficult problem for
several reasons. High bandwidth signals are required to
achieve a range resolution in the order of decimeters [17];
accurate clocks and fast processing need to be available
on the devices to enable accurate and secure ranging.

In this paper, we propose and implement a novel secure
ranging protocol. Our protocol is inspired by existing
authenticated ranging and distance–bounding protocols,
and is tailored to work on existing Ultra Wide Band
(UWB) ranging platforms. Building on the implementa-
tion of secure ranging, we further implement a secure
localization protocol, that enables the correct computation
of a device location in the presence of an adversary.
We study how various implementations of secure rang-
ing and localization protocols impacts their security and
performance. We further propose modifications to these
protocols to increase their security and accuracy. We
also show that, although existing secure ranging protocols
could be implemented using UWB ranging platforms, this
would require a redesign and (in most cases hardware)
reimplementation of these ranging platforms.

Our main contributions are as follows:

• We propose a new secure ranging protocol that can
be implemented on available UWB ranging plat-
forms. The proposed protocol lowers the complexity
of the implementation and does not require hard-
ware and/or firmware modifications of existing UWB
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ranging platforms1. It can further operate in two
modes: as an authenticated ranging or as a distance-
bounding protocol.

• We implement the proposed protocol (in its authen-
ticated ranging mode) and we show that it enables
secure and accurate ranging. We discuss possible
design choices in this implementation and we show
that secure ranging is vulnerable to attacks on range
aggregation (from multiple protocol rounds). We
propose and validate solutions to these attacks.

• Based on our secure ranging implementation, we
implement a secure localization protocol; we show
that our implementation enables accurate and secure
localization. We further show several new attacks
on secure localization, specifically those that can be
performed by mobile provers. We propose solutions
to these attacks and validate them using results
obtained from our implementation.

• We measure the additional cost of securing the
ranging protocols which is due to the increased
complexity of the ranging and localization process
and we propose modifications to these protocols to
increase their security and accuracy.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents first
implementations of a ToA-based authenticated ranging
and secure localization systems.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Background
on secure ranging is given in Section II. Our secure
ranging protocol is described in Section III. Methods for
resilient measurement data aggregation for ranging and
secure localization are discussed in Section IV. The de-
scription of the implementation of the secure localization
is given in Section V. Further possible improvements of
secure ranging and secure localization are discussed in
Section VI. Related work is described in Section VII. In
Section VIII, we conclude the paper.

II. BACKGROUND ON SECURERANGING

Secure ranging aims at detecting attacks on distance
measurements in scenarios in which the ranged devices
are either trusted or untrusted. If we assume that the
prover P cannot be compromised by an attacker and
if the verifier V can trust P to follow the protocol
honestly, authenticated ranging can be used by the verifier
V to determine the upper-bound on its distance toP. If
P cannot be trusted, the verifier needs to use distance
bounding to determine its upper-bound toP. In both
cases, the goal ofV is to obtain an upper-bound on the
distance toP. Note that in both cases, the attacker is
always able to delay messages betweenV andP and thus
enlarge their measured distance by jamming/replaying
or overshadowing the signals, but he cannot reduce the
measured distance since the attacker cannot speed up the
propagation of RF-signals betweenV andP.

In Brands and Chaum’s original distance bounding
protocol [1] (Figure 1(a)), an untrusted proverP starts by

1We note that available ranging platforms are still proprietary and
implemented such that they do not allow access to device firmwareand
thus cannot be easily reprogrammed.

committing to a messagem of sizeb bits and by sending
this commitment to the verifierV. V then generatesb
secret challenge bits|α1 . . . αb|, after which both parties
performb rounds of rapid bit exchange. In each round,V
sends the current round’s challengeαi, P then computes
βi = αi ⊕ mi and immediately sendsβi to V. After
b rounds are completed,P concatenates the received
challenges into a bit stringm, opens the initial commit
to V and sends a signedm to V. V now verifies the
commitment and the signature ofm. In the case that both
tests are successful,V computes the round-trip time RTTi

for each challenge and response. The distance bounding
operation was successful if each distancedi = RTTi·c

2
was shorter than the maximal possible distance between
V andP (c is the speed of light). This maximal distance
could for example be determined byV and P ’s power
ranges.

In the case of authenticated ranging, the verifier trusts
that P will correctly execute the protocol and will not
cheat in the ranging process. As a consequence, the
instantaneous reply byP is not required anymore; instead,
P measures its local processing timeδ between the
reception of the challengetPr and the transmission of the
reply tPs and transmits this value toV. Authenticated rang-
ing was proposed in [18]. Figure 1(b) shows a possible
realization of this protocol, using rapid bit exchange (in
the original protocol,α and β are exchanged as packets
in one transmission instead). In particular, authenticated
ranging also allows constant, non-zero processing times.
For example, consider the case in which the processing
time atP always equalstP . Instead of computing theδi

in each round,V could know the constant processing time
of P and take it into account, thus reducing the length of
the final message.

The main differences between distance bounding and
authenticated ranging protocols are summarized in Ta-
ble I.

Characteristic Distance bounding Authenticated ranging
V trustsP not required required
P replies after zero delay variable delay
Use case proximity verification proximity measurement

TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF DISTANCE BOUNDING AND AUTHENTICATED

RANGING.

Theoretically, the only way that an attacker can com-
promise secure ranging protocols (and thus reduce the
measured distance) is to either guess all the challenge
bits sent by the verifier or all the replies sent by the
prover in the rapid bit exchange phase. The probability
of a successful attack therefore depends on the amount
of rounds of rapid bit exchangeb and is equal to2−b.
Several attacks have been discussed in [19] on possible
implementations of distance bounding protocols, where
traditional communication channels are used for rapid
bit exchange. These include early detection attacks, ex-
ploitation of packet level latencies and late commits by a
maliciousP. For example, an external attackerM can try
to overclockP in channels where the clock is provided
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ai∈R{0, 1} mi∈R{0, 1}
commit(m1| . . . |mb)

Start of rapid bit exchange, repeat b times
αi

βi

βi ← αi ⊕mi

End of rapid bit exchange

m← αi|βi| . . . |αb|βb

(open commit),sign(m)

verify commit
m← αi|βi| . . . |αb|βb

verify sign(m)

(a) Distance bounding

V P
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End of rapid bit exchange

m← αi|βi|δi| . . . |αb|βb|δb

(open commit),m,sign(m|P)

verify commit
verify sign(m|P)

(b) Authenticated ranging

Fig. 1. Secure ranging protocols: a) distance bounding protocol; b) authenticated ranging protocol

by V, or try to speed up the replies by replying early
and committing late, when the true reply starts. If more
than one bit is transmitted with each challenge, additional
attacks are possible for a maliciousP, such as modified
guessing attacks [19].

The rapid bit exchange in secure ranging protocols
relies on minimal processing delays at the prover and
requires high communication frequencies (to achieve
a 30 cm ranging resolution, 2GHz signals are re-
quired [17]). These requirements also suggest that non-
negligible error rates are to be expected during signal
transmission. To prevent these errors from causing fre-
quent protocol repetitions, distance bounding protocols
that tolerate or correct such errors have been introduced.
In [3], Hancke and Kuhn propose a distance bounding
protocol that tolerates up tok incorrect bit exchanges.
In [20], Singeĺee and Preneel propose a noise resilient
version of the Mutual Authenticated Distance-bounding
protocol of Čapkun et al. [4]; they use error correcting
codes (ECC) to eliminatek unsuccessful bit exchanges.
In Section III-D, we measure the robustness of the MSSI
ranging platform [21] and show that in Non-Line-of-Sight
environments, such loss-resilience is important for the
efficient execution of the secure ranging protocols.

III. T HE ID BASED SECURE RANGING PROTOCOL

In this section, we present our ID-based secure ranging
protocol. This protocol is designed to work on a commer-
cially available UWB ranging platform. To motivate the
design of a new protocol, we first describe the ranging
platform that we use, then we discuss why existing secure
ranging protocols cannot be simply implemented on this
platform or on other similar platforms. Finally, we present
our protocol and discuss its performance.

A. The MSSI UWB ranging system

The ranging devices by MSSI [21] operate in the
frequency range of 6.1-6.6 GHz both for communication
and for ToA ranging measurements. Their serial interface
currently only provides a very limited set of operations,

two of which are of special interest for us: theranging
command (that allows one device to measure its distance
to another device) and the ability todiscoverother devices
in the same subnet. Every radio has a unique address
consisting of a 8 bit subnet number and a 8 bit unit
identifier. Only devices which are in the same subnet
can communicate which each other. To perform a ranging
operation, deviceV broadcasts a request containing the ID
of a device that it wants to range (e.g.,P ’s ID). These
requests consist of a preamble, the data and redundancy
for error correction. No medium access control (MAC) is
used, the message length is fixed to 56µs. Upon reception
of this message,P processes it in a constant time of about
75 µs and sends back a reply message.V measures the
RTT between transmitting the request and receiving the
reply, and from this time computes its distance toP.

In the request messages for the distance measurement,
no additional data can be transmitted toP. This prevents
the transmission of a challenge, which is an integral
part of secure ranging protocols described in Section II.
Furthermore, current MSSI ranging devices cannot com-
pute the XOR of values in the time-critical processing
phase; this means that none of the existing secure ranging
protocols can be implemented on this platform without
modifying the firmware or even hardware of the devices.
We note that available ranging platforms are proprietary
and implemented such that they do not allow access to
device firmware and thus cannot be easily reprogrammed.
In addition, no feedback is given to the computer control-
ling the device if a device was queried for its distance.
Also ranging authorization is not supported; any unit
may perform ranging with any other device. This allows
an attacker to query the distance to any device with a
known IDi or to scan for devices with unknown IDs
on the network. The devices also implement a discovery
command, which prompts all devices in the same group
to report their presence; this allows an attacker to find all
devices in the same subnet.
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V P

k

{ID1, . . . ,IDb} = f(k) {ID1, . . . ,IDb} = f(k)

Start of measurement rounds, repeat b times
In every round i,

Change ID to IDi:With probability 1/2: αi =IDi

else: αi =random

αi

(ts)

If αi =IDi:

(tr)

End of measurement rounds

V processes measurements, ∀i ≤ b:
If αi =IDi and answer is received, use di provided by the device
If αi 6=IDi and answer is received, report attack
If αi =IDi and no answer is received, report loss
If αi 6=IDi and no answer is received, continue
Final distance bound: max(di)

Fig. 2. ID-based secure ranging protocol: Initial setup, the measurement
rounds and postprocessing. The steps in the dashed box are executed on
ranging devices, requiring only standard ranging commands.

B. ID-based secure ranging

In this section, we propose an ID-based secure ranging
protocol which can be implemented on existing ranging
platforms like the one of MSSI. This protocol enables
devices whichcannotadd binary challenges to the ranging
messages andcannotcompute XOR (⊕) operations on the
challenge to still perform secure ranging. We believe that
even if our protocol is designed for the MSSI platform, it
will be easy to implement it on other ranging platforms,
since the only requirement for the ranging devices is that
they can be instructed to change their IDs. We assume
that the verifierV and proverP each control one ranging
device (in the case of MSSI devices via their serial
interfaces) can communicate directly (e.g., using their
IEEE 802.11 interfaces) and that they share a secret key
or hold each other’s valid public keys before the start of
the protocol.

The ID-based secure ranging protocol is executed as
follows (Figure 2). In the protocol initialization phase,V
andP agree on a shared keyk, from which they derive
a secret ID sequence ID1, . . . ,IDb. V andP then runb

rounds of the ID-based secure ranging primitive. In the
ith round,V initiates ranging with IDi with probability
1/2, else it will range a random ID. An honestP will
reply only to the ranging requests sent to IDi, the ID
corresponding to theith protocol round. Afterb rounds,
the distance bound is computed by taking the maximum
of all valid measured distances.

UnlikeP, an external attackerM can only guess which
ID to reply to, since he does not know the ID sequence
shared betweenV andP. The attacker will therefore be
able to shorten the range betweenV and P only with
probability 1/2 in each round; in case that the attacker
answers to the random ID,V will not accept the range
and will detect the attack. Equally, an untrustedP will

only be able to shorten its distance toV with probability
1/2 by sending an early reply message because it does not
know if its current IDi or a random ID will be queried.

In summary, in every roundi ≤ b, V can distinguish
between the following cases:

1) V ranges IDi and receives a reply from IDi. V
concludes that the distance computed by this mea-
surement is a valid upper bound onP ’s distance.

2) V ranges IDi and receives no reply.V concludes
that a transmission error or an attack could be the
cause. The handling of this event depends on the
quality of the communication channel; if no signal
losses are to be expected, we can assume an attack.

3) V ranges a random ID and receives a reply from
this ID. V concludes that an attacker replied, as no
honestP would reply to a random ID.

4) V ranges a random ID and receives a reply from
IDi. V concludes that a dishonestP tried to shorten
the distance by sending an early reply.

5) V ranges a random ID and no reply is received.V
concludes that no attack was attempted this round.

After b rounds, the distance bound is computed by
taking the maximum of all valid measured distances.
Depending on the security policy,V can decide not to
accept the upper bound if it detects attempted attacks such
as case 2, 3, or 4 in one (or more) rounds of the protocol.

Communication cost
As we show in the next section, the ID-based secure
ranging protocol is as secure as the original distance
bounding protocol of Brands and Chaum. Equally, for a
given level of security guarantees, our protocol requires
the same number of rounds as Brands and Chaum’s pro-
posal. This means that in order to have a2−b probability
of attacker’s or dishonest prover’s chance of successfully
shorten the distance to the verifier, our protocol requires
b secure ranging rounds. The size of the ID space usually
has a very low impact on the security and is discussed
separately in Section III-C2. In the original Brands and
Chaum’s proposal, only single bits of information are
transmitted betweenV and P in each round of the
protocol. In the ID-based secure ranging protocol,ℓ-bit
IDs are being transmitted in each round. From this, it
might seem that the ID-based protocol incursℓ-times
higher communication cost than Brands and Chaum’s
protocol. However, in existing UWB ranging systems,
≈ 10 byte long preambles need to be sent with each
message for the receiver to recognize (i.e., synchronize
to) the ranging signals of the sender. With the IDs
of size ℓ = 16 bit, ID-based secure ranging protocol
will therefore have about 20 % higher communication
overhead than the original Brands and Chaum’s protocol
(in the same implementation).

C. Security analysis

In this section, we discuss the security of the ID-based
secure ranging protocol.
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Fig. 3. Attacks on our protocol: (a) External early-send late-commit attack ofM: While P is still receiving the challenge,M is already sending
a reply. If P reacts to the challenge,M completes its early reply. Otherwise,M interrupts its early reply, making the attack harder to detect. If
the attack was successful,M shortened the distance by the time its reply started earlier.(b) ID-scanning attacks: Example values forM’s scanning
ratefs (logarithmic), round timetr and length of the IDℓ in the case that the gain of the attacker is2

−8 per round.

1) Attacker model:We distinguish between two types
of attackers: an external attackerM and a dishonest
proverP ′. The goals of these two attackers are the same:
to shorten the measured distance betweenV andP and
thus to makeV believe thatP is closer than it really
is. When we consider attacks by external attackers, we
assume that the prover is honest and trusted byV to
correctly follow the protocol. We assume thatM controls
the communication channel in the sense that he can
eavesdrop, jam, insert and modify transmitted messages.
More specifically, we assume that the attacker can relay
and delay transmitted messages. However, the attacker
cannot transmit messages at a speed higher than the speed
of light. We further assume thatM cannot obtain the
secret key shared betweenV andP.

2) Analysis: As we showed earlier, our protocol pre-
vents external attackers and dishonest users from sending
early replies to the verifier’s challenges by randomizing
the challenges. SinceM does not know the ID sequence
shared betweenV andP, it can only guess which ID it
should reply to in order to impersonateP. The attacker
will therefore be able to shorten the range betweenV and
P only with probability 1/2 in each round; in case the
attacker answers to the random ID,V will not accept the
range and will detect the attack. Equally, an untrustedP
will not be able to shorten its distance toP by sending
an early reply message, because it does not know if the
current IDi or a random ID will be queried.

Although we have shown the resistance of our protocol
to attacks from external attackers and dishonest provers,
different implementations of secure ranging protocols can
be vulnerable to physical layer attacks [19]. We will now
describe three possible attack on our implementation of
authenticated ranging, discuss their effectiveness and how
to prevent them. The first attack concerns packet level
latencies, whereas the other two are based on scanning
the space of possible ID values. If we do not trustP,
more attacks by a maliciousP ′ are possible.

External early-send late-commit attacks
As Clulow et. al. pointed out in [19], a maliciousP
can exploit packet level latencies to his advantage. When
using the ID based secure ranging, the reply ofP carries
basically one bit of information (to reply or not), this
enables early-send late-commit attacks by a maliciousP ′.
In authenticated ranging,V trustsP, but a similar attack
is possible byM. When using MSSI’s devices, which use
packets with a length of 56µs,M could start a reply early
(replying to the verifier’s challenge), but only finishing the
reply (i.e., completing it) if it observes the answer ofP.
If M does not receive the answer fromP, he knows that
V sent the challenge to a random ID and he will stop the
early response. This way, the attacker could shorten the
distance up to the length of one packet, which is 56µs
using our devices. This attack is displayed in Figure 3(a).

To detect this attack,V has to listen for incomplete
packet transmissions. IfV is able to detect a single UWB
signal on the channel, the early-send late-commit attack
is defeated, and all that remains is the same attack on the
signal level, only yielding a gain of half the signal length
as described in [19].

Preemptive challenge attack
Our protocol relies on the fact that the current IDs of
V andP are unknown toM until they send messages.
This implies that we have to make sure that there is no
efficient way to query the current ID from one of the
two entities. The external attackerM could try to send
out distance bounding challenges to random addresses,
trying to hit the right ID ofP. The chance for this is
2−ℓ, in our case2−16. As the attacker has to use the
normal message format with messages of length50µs, the
maximum frequency with which it can query the devices
is fs = 20

ms
. Hence, the chances of success for this attack

depend on the delay betweenP changing its ID andV ’s
distance measurement. In our implementation, this takes
less than 20ms, which means that in the worst case, the
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Fig. 4. The implementation setup for the authenticated ranging system.

attacker is able to query 400 (< 29) IDs between two
rounds of the protocol.2−7 is therefore an upper bound
for the attacker’s success chance.

ID querying attack
MSSI ranging devices allow to query each subnet for
present devices. This operation takes at least 53ms per
subnet. Comparable to the preemptive challenge attack,
the efficiency of this attack depends on the round length
of secure ranging. If these rounds are faster than 50ms,
the chances forM to find P ’s ID are less than 1 %
per round as there are28 subnets. As each protocol
round in our implementation takes less than 20ms, this
means that the attacker will never be able to complete
a full scan. In this scan, the devices send queries to
each potential unit, at a rate of5

ms
, which is much less

than in the preemptive challenge attack. During one
round of our protocol, about 100 IDs are scanned, which
results in a chance of success of about2−9. This renders
the attack inefficient because the attacker has a higher
chance of guessing the reply ID with 50 % chance. The
discovery feature could also trivially be removed from
the controlling software by the manufacturer.

Because the two latter attacks block the channel, the
attacker can only conduct one of them at a time, most
likely choosing the preemptive challenge attack. This
increases the chance of a successful attack from2−1

to < 2−1 + 2−8 per round. A generalized formula for
M’s gain using the preemptive challenge attack is the
following: given an ID space of size2ℓ, a round length
tr, andM’s ID scanning ratiofs = IDs scanned

time , the
gain is trfs

2ℓ+1 per round. To illustrate this, we plotted the
required values fortr, ℓ andfs to get an additional chance
of 2−8 for each round in Figure 3(b). We conclude that
both attacks seeminefficientcompared toM’s chance of
simply guessing the answer with 50 % chance per round.
If the devices would report a successful ranging to the
controlling PC, both are easily detected.

D. Implementation and measurement results

We implemented our secure ranging protocol to allow
authenticated ranging (assuming a trustedP) using two
UWB ranging devices controlled by PCs over serial
connections; our implementation setup is shown in Figure
4. A client program running on a PC initiates an au-
thenticated ranging session and specifies the number of
protocol rounds. At the end of the protocol, the verifier
program returns the results from individual measurements,
which are later processed in Matlab [22]. All commu-
nication between the programs besides the ranging is
done over standard TCP/IP sockets, using IEEE 802.11
wireless channels. This communication consists of the
initial authentication of the involved parties, secure key
establishment, and the synchronization of the individual
protocol rounds. For simplicity in our experiments, keys
were manually preloaded on the PCs.

In our implementation, individual protocol rounds are
about 20ms long; this could possibly be improved in
the future. Upon reception of the signal to start the next
round, the prover PC sets the ranging devices ID over the
serial connection and sends an acknowledgment to the
verifier program. The verifier then commands its ranging
device of the serial connection to perform the ranging
operation with either IDi (in round i) or with a random
ID. The results of the successful distance measurements
are computed internally in the ranging devices. The con-
trolling program on the PC queries the ranging device for
results, which are provided to the PC as the message RTT
in nanoseconds. This whole process, as mentioned earlier,
has a duration of 20ms.

We tested the accuracy and the robustness (to packet
losses) of our secure ranging protocol on MSSI plat-
forms. We performed 1000 measurements in a line–
of–sight (LoS) outdoor environment and 1000 in non–
line–of–sight (NLoS) environment (indoor office area),
for distances up to 40 meters. The results from LoS
measurements are given in Table II(a), and the results
from NLoS measurements are listed in Table II(b).

Since secure ranging protocols take the maximum mea-
sured distancedm (over all protocol rounds) as an upper
bound on the distance betweenV andP, we measuredm

and calculate how much it differs from the actual distance
d between the nodes (dm − d). This value gives us the
ranging error of our secure ranging system. Given that
ranging errors are typically positive and due to multipath
effects, this error will be higher than the mean ranging
value d̄. We validate this through our results (Table II),
and show that the ranging error would be smaller if the
meand̄ range was used as an upper bound on the distance
(column d̄ − d). Using the mean, however, would make
secure ranging more vulnerable to attacks; if the attacker
(e.g., by guessing a reply) shortens a distance in only one
round, he could significantly affect the computed mean.
From this, we can see that secure ranging trades security
for accuracy. In Section IV, we discuss this further. In
the LoS measurements, the standard deviation of the
measurements was around 9-10cm for all distances and
no signals were lost. Similarly to LoS environment, in our
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(a) LoS measurements

d σ losses d̄ − d dm − d
in m in cm in cm in cm

5 10.23 0 -5.00 9.25
10 9.60 0 8.25 30.65
15 9.05 0 17.32 36.75
20 9.66 0 24.41 38.95
25 9.54 0 31.94 48.20
30 9.97 0 39.30 58.50
35 9.31 0 44.22 65.65
40 10.23 0 289.99 304.40

(b) NLoS measurements

d σ losses d̄ − d dm − d
in m in cm in cm in cm

5 8.64 0 40.81 57.10
10 11.54 0 63.61 82.10
15 19.46 0 105.57 132.60
20 16.37 0 123.23 158.35
25 14.92 0 148.54 177.65
30 14.41 0 120.06 147.15
35 253.33 483 240.68 722.35
40 52.78 30 448.13 527.37

TABLE II
SECURE RANGING RESULTS OF1000MEASUREMENTS: (A) LOS CASE, (B) NLOS CASE. d IS THE CORRECT DISTANCE BETWEENV AND P , σ

THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE MEASUREMENTS, d̄ THE MEAN OF THE MEASUREMENTS ANDdm THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF ALL

MEASUREMENTS.

NLoS setup, the mean measured distance was about 10 %
larger than the real distance, even for distances with high
loss rates, whereas using the maximum distance nearly
tripled the measurement error at some points.

Our measurements further show that ranging above
30 m in NLoS environments is lossy. Under the assump-
tion that ranging in future localization systems will not be
free of interference, these results justify the design of loss-
resilient secure ranging protocols by Hancke and Kuhn
in [3] and Singeĺee and Preneel in [20]. The same loss
tolerance can be used in our protocol as well, although
there are some security implications discussed in Section
IV-B.
Compared with insecure ranging, the additional effort in
our implementation is the following:

• The frequent changing of the device’s ID requires a
control program to handle the initial protocol setup
and the actual ID changes.

• Instead of performingb measurements subsequently
as for insecure ranging, in secure ranging we have to
split those operations in multiple rounds. In our cur-
rent implementation, one measurement takes about
40 ms on average, while unauthenticated ranging
can perform up to 16 measurements in 53ms. These
numbers could be improved by using dedicated hard-
ware to control the radios and perform the normal
communication required in the protocol.

IV. DATA AGGREGATION FOR RESILIENT SECURE

RANGING

In secure ranging, multiple rounds of challenges and
replies are performed to prevent an attack whereM is
pretending to beP. This results in multiple range mea-
surements, of which the maximum is taken to determine
P ’s distance. As shown in the previous section, we could
also use the results to aggregate a more accurate distance
estimated̂ of the real distanced. But once we begin to
consider not only the slowest received correct reply (i.e.,
the maximum distance), we have to consider a new attack:
the attacker can try to inject early replies for only a limited
number of rounds. As the attacker has a 50 % chance of
guessing the right reply in most secure ranging protocols,
the chances to inject few early replies are not negligible.
We will now discuss the attacker’s impact on the range

estimation, assuming that instead of a maximum range,
the verifiers computes the upper bound as the average
of measured rangeŝd over all successful measurement
rounds. If the attacker wants to increased̂ and we assume
him in total control of the channel, then he can simply
delay the correct replies without risking any detection. In
secure ranging protocols, we assume that the attacker (be
it an external attacker or an untrusted prover), wants to
reduce the measured distance (i.e., appear closer to the
verifier). In a worst case scenario, an external attacker
could be collocated to the verifier and inject an early
reply with minimal response time, thus convincingV that
P is few centimeters away. Similarly, a dishonest prover
could issue an early reply and makeV believe that it is
very close. If an attacker launches this attack on a single
protocol round, its success rate is 50 %.

A. Probabilistic attacks

Here, we assume that the attacker tries this attack on
n protocol rounds and succeeds in reducing the measured
distance to 0 in all the rounds. In this case, if the data
is aggregated using simple mean value computation, the
final distance estimatêd will be reduced byn

b
d, where

b is the number of protocol rounds. Figure 5(a) displays
the influence the attacker can have on the result of the
mean computation and the chances to detect these attacks
because the attacker replied to a random ID. The graph
shows that the risk of detection for the attacker grows
rapidly with an increasing number of rounds. If the at-
tacker wanted to influence the result by 50 %, his chances
drop from 50 % in the case of two rounds to almost zero
for more than 10 rounds. These results show that mean
can be used to aggregate ranging measurements and to
compute the upper bound between the devices; however,
shortening attacks can be launched on this aggregation
and affect the accuracy of the measurement.

As a trade-off between security and estimation quality,
the median of range values can be computed instead of
the mean values. The median is much more resilient to
the influence of the attacker, if less thanb

2 range values
are compromised (shortened). The chances to perform an
attack on the median aggregator are the same as for an
attack aiming to influence 50 % of the mean aggregator,
and are shown as black triangles in Figure 5(a). This was
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Fig. 5. Attacks on the aggregation: (a) Attacker’s influenceon the aggregated range as a function of the probability of attack detection in the case
that no faults are tolerated, for 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 secure ranging rounds. Continuous lines show values for mean aggregation, triangles denote the
respective chances to compromise the aggregated ranging result if the median is used. (b) Loss tolerant protocols: the attacker’s influence on the
aggregated range is plotted as a function of the number of tolerated faultsk for mean and median aggregator (in scenarios where the attacker does
not risk detection).
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Fig. 6. Ranging error for different range aggregation functions: max,
mean and median, in the LoS and NLoS scenarios. The results were
obtained experimentally, 100 data sets of 10 measurements eachwere
aggregated.

also noted in [23], in the context of data aggregation in
sensor networks. To compare the accuracy of different
aggregation functions, we ran 1000 protocol rounds at
distances between 5 and 40 meters and aggregated the
results using mean, max and median; the results of our
measurements are shown in Figure 6. The NLoS results
were measured in an office environment, the LoS data was
collected outdoors. These results show that the median
range yields typically a lower error than max, and is
comparable to the mean. However, as we pointed out
earlier, the median provides a higher resiliency to range
shortening attacks; in order to shift a median value, an
attacker would need to compromise measurements inb

2

rounds, which it can do only with the probability2
b

2 .

B. Attacks exploiting protocol loss tolerance

As already discussed in Section II, fault tolerant pro-
tocols will allow up tok round errors to happen during

the protocol execution. Ifp is the attacker’s chance to
successfully reply early each round, the attacker can try to
induce k

(1−p) replies, of which on averagen = kp
(1−p) will

be correct.k of these early replies will be incorrect, but
as the wrongly guessedk replies are ignored, the attacker
successfully injectedn replies. Therefore, the attacker
does not risk to be detected in this attack. The influence
the attacker gets if those injected replies are used in a
mean or median computation is displayed in Figure 5(b).

As the amount of errors tolerated by the protocol is
known, this vulnerability can be avoided by ignoring
the n shortest measurements, and then aggregating the
remaining samples. To get an unbiased approximation for
a mean,n slowest replies should also be ignored when
aggregating. However, depending on the ratio ofn to the
number of roundsb, this can lead to a significantly smaller
basis for the mean computationb′ = b − 2n. Again, an
alternative is the computation of the median value for the
remaining measurements.

V. SECURE LOCALIZATION

Based on the secure ranging primitive presented in
Section III and its authenticated ranging implementation
presented in Section III-D, secure localization can be
implemented using Verifiable Multilateration as proposed
in [18]. Verifiable Multilateration requires three trusted
infrastructure nodesV1,V2,V3 with the UWB ranging
devices and known positions to localize a trusted or an
untrusted proverP. In our implementation of Verifiable
Multilateration, we assume that the prover is trusted and
we therefore use authenticated ranging to determine its
location.

A. Background: Verifiable Multilateration

The goal of Verifiable Multilateration (VM) with a
trusted prover is to determine the correct location of the
prover in the presence of an external adversary. Verifiable
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Fig. 7. Verifiable multilateration: (a) Basic localization setup, three verifiersV1,V2,V3 measure the distance toP and localize it within the
verification triangle. IfM wants to influence the measurements to result in a locationP ′, he would have to reduce at least one measured range,
which it cannot due to authenticated ranging as it prevents distance reduction attacks; (b) Localization with error-free ranging; (c) Localization with
erroneous ranging.

Multilateration relies on secure ranging (distance bound-
ing or authenticated ranging). It consists of measurements
from at least three reference points (verifiers) to the prover
device and of subsequent computations performed by an
authority. In this description, we will assume that the
verification is performed with authenticated ranging. For
simplicity, we discuss the algorithm for 2-D localization.
The intuition behind the VM algorithm is the following:
due to the authenticated ranging properties, the attacker
can only increase the measured distance between the
prover and the verifier. If it increases the measured
distance to one of the verifiers,M needs to prove that
at least one of the measured distances to other verifiers
is shorter than it actually is in order to keep the position
consistent, which it cannot because of the authenticated
ranging. This property holds only if the position of the
prover is determined within the triangle formed by the
verifiers. This can be explained with a simple example:
if an object is located within the triangle, and it moves
to a different position within the triangle, it will certainly
reduce its distance to at least one of the triangle vertices.
This is illustrated in Figure 7(a). Verifiable Multilateration
guarantees the following property: an external attacker
performing a distance enlargement attack cannot trick the
verifiers into believing that a prover, which is located
at a location in the verification triangle, is located at
some other location in the triangle. Equally, the attacker
cannot trick the verifiers into believing that a prover
located outside of the verification triangle is located
within the triangle. Verifiable Multilateration therefore
prevents attacks on localization within an area covered
by the localization infrastructure (i.e., by the verification
triangles).

More precisely, the Verifiable Multilateration algorithm
is executed as follows. In step 1 of the algorithm, the
verifiers perform authenticated ranging with the prover.
These distance bounds, as well as the positions of the ver-
ifiers (which are known) are then reported to the central
authority. In step 2, the authority computes an estimate
of the prover’s location; this location is computed using
distance bounds from all verifiers inPs neighborhood,

using the minimum mean square estimate (MMSE) [18].
In step 3, the authority runs the following two tests: 1)
do the distances between the computed location and the
verifiers differ from the measured ranges by less than the
expected distance measurement error and 2) test if the
computed location falls within the verification triangle
(point in the triangle test). If both tests are positive, the
authority accepts the estimated position of the prover as
correct; else, the position is rejected. The first test prevents
attacks on MSSE by range enlargement. The details of
Verifiable Multilateration and its security analysis can be
found in [18].

B. Implementation

We implemented Verifiable Multilateration as a natural
extension of our secure ranging implementation. Our
implementation consists of a set of three verifying MSSI
ranging devices, controlled by a PC, and a prover also us-
ing a ranging device. Secure localization can be initialized
with a variable number of rounds in each individual secure
ranging. In our implementation, the resulting distances
from the localization are processed by the controlling
PC in Matlab to display a visual representation of the
position and provide statistical information. If required,
the localization process itself can be executed in a loop
to continuously update the location plot, providing real
time location information.

In the following, we present the measurement results
from our implementation of Verifiable Multilateration,
and discuss improvements to this scheme.

C. The influence of ranging accuracy on localization
security and accuracy

Due to the measurement noise, it is often not possible
to get a perfect position estimate. Visualizing this, the
three circles constructed around the verifiers using their
respective measured distances do not intersect in a single
point like in the perfect case (Figure 7(b)). If the measured
distance d̂i is larger than the actual distancedi, the
circles will intersect pairwise in two points, otherwise
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Fig. 8. Implementation of verifiable multilateration: the accumulated
squared errore in cm2 for different range aggregation functions, for 2,
4, 8, 16, and 32 rounds of the secure ranging protocol.

they will not intersect at all. Taking the maximum value
measured during the secure ranging will result in larger
overlapping areas, effectively returning an area where
P could equally likely be from a security perspective.
This effect is displayed in Figure 7(c). The case of non-
intersecting circles is less likely, since measured values
are typically longer due to multipath effects, although it
can occur, for example due to measurement errors.

To find the prover’s position using Verifiable Multilat-
eration, we used to the minimum sum of squared errors
(MSSE)

e =

3∑

i=1

(d̂i − di)
2

To detect possible attacks, a thresholdδ for e is defined
according to the characteristics of the measurement sys-
tem. This threshold defines the maximum accumulated
error of the estimated position (i.e., the size of the over-
lapping area between the range circles, if these overlap).

We compared the different aggregation functions by
conducting an experiment using our implementation. We
usede as quality metric of the localization process, and
compared the performance of the maximum, median and
mean function when aggregating a variable number of
measurements. The distances between the verifiers and
P were in the range of 10 to 20 meters. To see the
influence of the number of rounds the secure ranging
protocol is run, we measured these values for 2,4,8,16,
and 32 rounds. The results are given in Figure 8 and
show that the accumulated error of the max function
is 3 times higher than the error of the median and
mean aggregation function if more than 10 rounds of
secure ranging are performed each. This confirms our
analysis from Section IV-A: aggregating with the median
function yields comparable results to the mean, while the
resilience is improved if enough rounds are run. The max
aggregation will result in a much higher error.

D. Interleaved verifiable multilateration

Depending on the time that one secure ranging protocol
run takes, the accuracy of localizing a moving target can
suffer. If P is moving during this process, its position
can be different for each of the three secure rangings
with the verifiers. Figure 9(a) illustrates the localization
of a target moving fromp0 to p8 if only three rounds
of measurements are performed by each verifier.V1

measures its distance to the target at positionsp0, p1 and
p2, thenV2 ranges top3, p4 and p5. WhenV3 conducts
the measurements, the target is already at positionsp6, p7

and p8, respectively. In our implementation, when 10
rounds of secure ranging are performed, on average 5
measurements are successful. The total duration of secure
ranging with 10 rounds is about 600ms, therefore the
complete localization takes 1.8 s. This means that an
object travelling at a speed of 10 km/h or 2.78 m/s already
moved 5m during the localization process.

To improve the accuracy of the sequential measure-
ments, we modify the localization protocol. Instead of
performing full runs of secure ranging betweenV1 and
P, V2 and P and finally V3 and P, we run rounds of
localization. Each localization round consists of three
ranging runs, one between each verifier andP. This is
illustrated in Figure 9(b). Each localization round gives
P ’s location at a certain time (of which each could
have been answered byM with a chance of2−3 or be
partially influenced with a chance of2−1). These single
localizations can now be used to trackP, (e.g., using a
Kalman filter [24]). When a new range is measured, the
error between the predicted distance and the measurement
result can be computed. If this error exceeds a certain
threshold, an attack can be detected. This way, the attacker
would have to continuously and successfully compromise
the measured distances, the probability of which is small
(i.e.,≤ 2−b).

E. Randomized Interleaved Verifiable Multilateration

Here, we consider the following attack on Verifiable
Multilateration. An untrusted proverP ′ can defeat Ver-
ifiable Multilateration by changing its location between
the two range measurements. In the case of sequential
Verifiable Multilateration, after each ranging run, the
attacker can move (e.g., closer) to the verifier with which
it will range nextVi and thus violate the assumption of
non-reduceable distances. This attack could be used by the
attacker, for example, to claim a location in the middle of
the verification triangle, which is otherwise not reachable
by the attacker. This attack is illustrated in Figure 9(c).
After the first range measurement fromV1 theP ′ changes
its position closer toV2. This step is denoted by1. in the
figure. AfterV2 has completed secure ranging,P ′ moves
closer toV3 (step 2.). If there is another round of ranging,
the attacker will then move back to its initial position.

To prevent this attack, we randomize the ranging se-
quence from the verifiers. Therefore, the attacker cannot
predict the position he should move to, and can only guess
the right position (the right verifier) with13 chance. Failure
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Fig. 9. (a,b) Secure localization of an object moving fromp0 to p8: dashed lines represent sequential rangings (a) and interleaved rangings (b). In
this simple example, each verifier executes only 3 ranging rounds. (c) Movement attack on localization: The attacker movesP changing its location
between range measurements to claim a location that is otherwise for him unreachable (in this example, the shaded region located in the middle of
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to predict the next location to move to will lead to larger
distances being measured, and a resulting highere, which
will indicate to the authority that there is an attack on the
localization process. Although the sequential Verifiable
Multilateration can profit from this randomization as well,
having more rounds of localization as in the interleaved
variant forcesP ′ to move more frequently and to predict
the locations much more often.

VI. D ISCUSSION

In this section, we will briefly discuss further ideas for
improvements of secure ranging and secure localization.

Device modifications:Two simple modifications of
our ranging devices would already improve the security
against attacks on our implementation as discussed in
Section III-C2. The first one is to disable the command
to discover all radios in one subnet. This would prevent
the ID querying attack. The second modification should
enable the radios to report to their controlling PCs if
they were ranged to detect attacks. This would defeat the
preemptive challenge attack. In addition, more compre-
hensive changes could be made, for example the introduc-
tion of user defined data in the ranging message and the
capability to XOR these values with data in the device’s
memory before replying to a ranging request. Shorter
messages would also help to mitigate the attacks possible
due to the packet latencies as discussed in Section III-C2.
Because MSSI’s ranging devices have a closed firmware,
we were not able to perform these changes.

Simultaneous ranging by multiple device pairs:To
guarantee precise RTT time measurements between the
devices, currently, no medium access control is used
by the devices. This has the effect that the number of
concurrent secure ranging sessions has to be limited to
avoid signal and packet collisions. In case of secure
localization, the trusted infrastructure of verifiers could
implement a protocol to schedule the individual secure
ranging sessions and avoid collisions.

Improving the accuracy of fault tolerant ranging:Toler-
ance to incorrect replies and signal losses, as explained in

Section IV-B, has the property that in some cases, signal
loss is better than reception of a degraded signal from
a delayed multipath channel. If the line of sight signal
of P ’s reply to V ’s challenge is lost due to noise, the
severely delayed echo could still arrive at theV. If the
maximal RTT of all measurements is taken to determine
the distance bound, this event could possibly cause the
distance bounding process to fail. Counterintuitive to this,
if the echo would have been lost as well, the measured
range would have been accepted by the error tolerant
protocol. We therefore propose to count measurements
larger thanD as incorrect replies. If the total amount
of these errors exceedsk, the protocol will still fail,
otherwise it will result in a better range estimate.

VII. R ELATED WORK

Several secure ranging and secure localization systems
were proposed. The first distance-bounding protocol was
described in [1]; this protocol was later applied to a
wireless scenario and extended to provide mutual authen-
tication in [4]. A noise resilient version of this mutual
authentication protocol was proposed in [20] by Singelée
and Preneel, they use error correcting codes (ECC) to
eliminate unsuccessful bit exchanges. To allow more
resource constrained devices like RFID tags to perform
distance bounding in noisy environments, Hancke and
Kuhn proposed an alternative distance bounding protocol
in [3]. An authenticated ranging protocol for wireless
devices was proposed in [10].

They were also the first to discuss a possible imple-
mentation of distance-bounding in hardware. This proto-
col was the first to be implemented, using wired com-
munication in [25]. This implementation used a FPGA
to transmit, receive and process the challenges with a
sampling frequency of about 66 MHz, allowing for a
spatial resolution of 2.2 meters. The first implementations
of wireless distance bounding for RFID tags appeared
in [26] and [27]. They have a crude distance resolution of
150 meters and 45 meters, respectively. Attacks on pos-
sible implementations of secure ranging protocols were
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discussed in [28]. A system for secure localization was
proposed in [5], based on ultrasound and radio wireless
communications. It is limited by the use of ultrasonic
signal, which requires that no attackers are present in
the area of interest as shown in [15]. Kuhn [6] proposed
an asymmetric security mechanism for navigation signals,
based on hidden message spreading codes. Lazos et al. [7]
proposed a set of techniques for secure positioning of a
network of sensors based on directional antennas.Čapkun
and Hubaux [9], [18] propose a technique called verifi-
able multilateration, based on distance-bounding, which
enables a local infrastructure to verify positions of the
nodes. Lazos et al. [8] propose an extension of their work
in [7] that copes with the replay of navigation signals.
In [10], Čapkun et al. propose a secure localization
scheme based on hidden and mobile base stations. In [11],
the authors propose and implement a system for broadcast
localization and time-synchronization; the implementation
of this system, however, provides only coarse grained
localization. Li et al. [29] and Liu et al. [30] propose
statistical methods for securing localization in wireless
sensor networks.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a new secure ranging proto-
col, called ID-based secure ranging. We implemented this
protocol in its authenticated ranging mode on available
UWB ranging platforms. We showed that our authenti-
cated ranging system provides high resiliency to range
manipulation attacks. Building on the implementation of
secure ranging, we further implemented a secure local-
ization protocol that enables the correct computation of
a device location in the presence of an adversary. We
analyzed the implemented secure ranging and localization
protocols and we discussed a number of improvements
that increase their security and accuracy. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first implementation of an RF
Time–of–Arrival (ToA) authenticated ranging and secure
localization system.
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